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We investigate the high-scale behavior of Higgs sectors beyond the Standard Model, pointing out that the
proper matching of the quartic couplings before applying the renormalization group equations (RGEs) is of
crucial importance for reliable predictions at larger energy scales. In particular, the common practice of
leading-order parameters in the RGE evolution is insufficient to make precise statements on a given
model’s UV behavior, typically resulting in uncertainties of many orders of magnitude. We argue that,
before applying N-loop RGEs, a matching should even be performed at N-loop order in contrast to
common lore. We show both analytical and numerical results where the impact is sizable for three minimal
extensions of the Standard Model: a singlet extension, a second Higgs doublet and finally vector-like
quarks. We highlight that the known two-loop RGEs tend to moderate the running of their one-loop
counterparts, typically delaying the appearance of Landau poles. For the addition of vector-like quarks we
show that the complete two-loop matching and RGE evolution hints at a stabilization of the electroweak
vacuum at high energies, in contrast to results in the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Minimal extensions of the Standard Model (SM) are
invaluable tools in the pursuit of physics beyond the SM
(BSM). They offer the possibility of studying different
effects at energy scales testable by the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) in a comparably clean environment—i.e.
the models typically contain the minimal numbers of new
fields to exhibit novel phenomenology. All additional states
also alter the high-scale behavior of the model compared to
the SM expectations. For instance, it is known today that
the SM becomes metastable if it is extrapolated to very high

energies [1–4]: at a scale of 109−11 GeV the quartic
coupling runs negative. The scale at which the potential
becomes unstable could be significantly affected by the
presence of new states—it could even completely disap-
pear. This would then indicate that the BSM model is valid
up to the Planck scale. An opposite effect can occur if large
couplings are present. In this case, a Landau pole might be
present which points towards the breakdown of the theory.
Both effects, the presence of Landau poles or deeper vacua,
can also be used to directly constrain the parameters of a
new physics model. A parameter point can be discarded if
the model becomes strongly interacting at energies already
probed by the LHC, or if the lifetime of the electroweak
breaking vacuum is too short on cosmological time scales.
Many of these effects have already been studied in the

literature for a plethora of different models such as singlet
extensions [5–9], triplet extensions [10,11], two-Higgs-
doublet models (THDMs) [12–20] or models with vector-
like fermions [21]. These studies utilize the one- and
sometimes even two-loop renormalization group equations
(RGEs). However, less care was taken in the determination
of the parameters which enter the RGE running. Often,
two-loop RGEs were combined with a tree-level matching.
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A proper determination including higher-order correc-
tions of the quartic coupling, which enters the RGE
running, was so far only performed for the SM [1].1 It
was shown that even the next-to-next-to-leading-order
(NNLO) shifts to λ are important for determining the fate
of the model. This is remarkable, because it is well known
that the loop corrections to the Higgs mass are small if they
are calculated at Q ¼ mt: the corresponding shifts in λ are
only 2.5%. While the corrections from top quarks are of a
similar order in many BSM models, other corrections like
the ones from Higgs self-interactions can be much larger.
This has been recently pointed out in Ref. [26] in the
example of THDMs where the two-loop corrections to the
Higgs masses were calculated for the first time.2 In this
context it is important to note that the common lore “N-loop
running needs N − 1-loop matching” is applicable only in
certain scenarios. This degree of matching catches the
leading logarithms correctly but misses finite contributions
which can be relevant in many BSM applications.
We show in this work that higher-order corrections can

be very important for the study of the UV behavior of a
theory leading to four main conclusions:
(1) The threshold corrections at low energy can lead to

substantial (finite) shifts in the running parameters of
a model: therefore N-loop RGEs with N-loop
matching is required for consistency.

(2) The change from one-loop to two-loop running
can flatten the running at large values of the
coupling, preventing the onset of a Landau pole at
high energies—leading to a formof asymptotic safety.

(3) Alternatively, in the case where the running drives
some quartic coupling negative, higher-order correc-
tions can lead to significant changes to the predicted
scale of metastability.

(4) As a by-product of the above, we find that new
fermionic fields at low energies can stabilize the SM
potential.

We illustrate the above with a detailed examination of three
examples: a singlet extension, the SM extended by vector-
like quarks and the THDM.
The paper is organized at follows. In Sec. II we give a

step-by-step prescription for the general matching pro-
cedure including effects at the N − 1- and N-loop levels. In
Sec. III we give details into the procedure used to obtain

higher-order corrections to the quartic couplings in the
different models considered, before we discuss in Sec. IV
the numerical results, providing insights including approxi-
mate formulas.

II. MATCHING AND RUNNING

To extrapolate a theory from the electroweak scale to
high energies, we require two ingredients:
(1) The value of the couplings at the “low scale” where

the running starts.
(2) The RGE running of all parameters.

A. Renormalization group equations

We shall always work in the MS scheme. In this scheme,
the β functions, which describe the energy dependence of
the parameters Θ, are defined as

βi ¼ μ
dΘi

dμ
: ð1Þ

Here, μ is an arbitrary mass scale. βi can be expanded in a
perturbative series:

βi ¼
X
n

1

ð16π2Þn β
ðnÞ
i : ð2Þ

βð1Þi and βð2Þi are the one- and two-loop contributions to the
running which we are mainly interested in. The expressions
for the two-loop running of the parameters appearing in a
given model can be obtained from the generic expressions
valid for a general quantum field theory, given in
Refs. [28–31].

B. Matching

The renormalized coupling constants Θi in d ¼ 4 − 2ϵ
dimensions, which enter the running, are related to the
corresponding bare couplings Θ0

i by

Θ0
i μ

−Ciϵ ¼ Θi þ
X
n

aðnÞi

ϵn
: ð3Þ

Here, Ci are constant factors depending on the character of
Θi.

3 The coefficients ai are the result of a perturbative
expansion. In general, two approaches are possible to
determine the MS parameters as functions of physical
observables such as masses.
(1) In an on-shell calculation the physical observables

are identical at each loop level, but all finite and
infinite corrections are absorbed into the counter-
terms of the Lagrangian parameters (δΘOS

i ).

1Loop corrections in the scalar sector were taken into account
in Ref. [22] for a singlet extension and in Refs. [23,24] for a
THDM. These studies did not however investigate the impact on
the high-scale behavior of the model. In Ref. [25] in turn, a one-
loop matching has been performed for that purpose in the context
of a seesaw-II as well as a left-right symmetric model.

2In this context, it was pointed out that using “on-shell”masses
and couplings as input can be quite dangerous because it hides the
presence of large couplings which could even spoil perturbation
theory. A similar observation was made for another model, the
Georgi-Machacek model, in Ref. [27].

3Gauge and Yukawa couplings have Ci ¼ 1, quartic couplings
Ci ¼ 2.
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(2) In an MS calculation the counterterms of the

Lagrangian parameters (δΘMS
i ) contain only the

divergences. Therefore, the calculated masses de-
pend on the loop level at which the calculation is
performed.

The bare Lagrangian parameters are identical in both cases

Θ0
i ¼ ΘOS

i − δΘOS
i ¼ ΘiðμÞ − δΘMS

i : ð4Þ

In an on-shell calculation, however, there is no generic set
of renormalization group equations known, and therefore to
explore a theory at high energies it is necessary to use MS
equations—i.e. to extract the underlying MS parameters of
the theory, and then run them. On the other hand, in an MS
calculation, the physical parameters are functions of the
Lagrangian parameters: so if we are given the physical
quantities, we must invert these functions to extract the MS
ones. This is where complications appear, and why many
studies in the literature resort to simply using tree-level
matching.
For example, suppose that we want to extract the quartic

coupling of the SM from the Higgs mass. The Higgs mass
Mh is, however, calculated in terms of the underlying
Lagrangian parameters as a loop expansion via the on-shell
condition

M2
h ¼ λv2 þ

X∞
n¼1

1

ð16π2Þn Δ
ðnÞM2

hðλÞ: ð5Þ

This is in general a highly nonlinear equation in λ; but
fortunately since the series is perturbative we can solve it
through expanding

λ ¼ λð0Þ þ 1

16π2
δð1Þλþ 1

ð16π2Þ2 δ
ð2Þλþ… ð6Þ

to find

λð0Þ ¼ M2
h

v2
;

δð1Þλ ¼ −
1

v2
Δð1ÞM2

hjλ¼λð0Þ ;

δð2Þλ ¼ −
1

v2

�
δð1Þλ

∂
∂λΔ

ð1ÞM2
h þ Δð2ÞM2

h

�
λ¼λð0Þ

; ð7Þ

which is simple enough for the Standard Model and
extensions without scalar mixing—so we shall give ana-
lytical expressions in Secs. IV B 1 and IV C. On the other
hand, for more complicated models, we need to solve
Eq. (5) through iteration, and we shall adopt this approach
in general for the numerical studies. Whichever way we
solve for λ, as we shall argue in the next subsection, when
we are using N-loop RGEs, to obtain a consistent

expansion of our MS parameters in terms of the physical
ones we should use N-loop matching.

C. Loop level of matching and running

It is commonly accepted in matching a high-energy
theory onto an effective field theory that, if the running is
performed using N-loop RGEs, it is only necessary to use
N − 1-loop threshold corrections. However, the rationale
for this criterion is less well known: it corresponds to
matching the logarithmic terms of the calculations, and
neglects the finite parts. To take perhaps the simplest and
best-known example, suppose that we want to integrate out
two heavy Dirac fermions with masses M2 > M1 that
couple with charges Q2, Q1 to some Uð1Þ gauge theory.
Suppose that the contribution of other fields to the one-loop
beta function is b0, so at high energies the beta function is
b0 þ 4

3
ðQ2

1 þQ2
2Þ, and we take the gauge coupling at high

energies to be gðΛÞ. Now, to determine the gauge coupling
at a low-energy μ the classic prescription is to run first to
M2, match at tree level, then run to M1, match again, and
then run down to μ. This gives the one-loop value of the
gauge coupling to be

8π2

g2ðμÞ ¼
8π2

g2ðΛÞ −
�
b0 þ

4

3
Q2

1 þ
4

3
Q2

2

�
log

M2

Λ

−
�
b0 þ

4

3
Q2

1

�
log

M1

M2

− b0 log
μ

M1

: ð8Þ

This can be rewritten as

8π2

g2ðμÞ ¼
8π2

g2ðΛÞ − b0 log
μ

Λ
−
4

3
Q2

1 log
M1

Λ
−
4

3
Q2

2 log
M2

Λ
;

which is also the result of simply matching the two theories
at the scale μ and including the threshold corrections: for
corrections to the gauge coupling, the thresholds contain
only logarithmic corrections. However, suppose that
instead we wanted to match the two theories at a scale
M that we have chosen to be different to M1 and/or M2—
for example, because other sectors of the theory contain
particles of that mass. Now, if we just match the two
theories at tree level, we would find after first running toM
and then matching

8π2

~g2ðμÞ ¼
8π2

g2ðΛÞ −
�
b0 þ

4

3
Q2

1 þ
4

3
Q2

2

�
log

M
Λ

− b0 log
μ

M

¼ 8π2

g2ðμÞ −
4

3
Q2

1 log
M1

M
−
4

3
Q2

2 log
M2

M
: ð9Þ

In this case, we have a difference between the two values of
the gauge coupling at one loop: in other words, we
conclude that for single-scale matching, even in this simple
case there is a discrepancy of one-loop order between the
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two calculations. What we have captured is, as mentioned
above, the logarithmic terms only.
The reader might complain that this is a slightly strange

example since the threshold corrections themselves contain
only logarithmic terms. Another example, more relevant for
this work, is the quartic coupling of a real scalar ϕ coupled
to a Majorana (Weyl) fermion ψ :

L ⊃ −
1

24
λϕ4 −

�
1

2
ðmþ yϕÞψψ þ H:c:

�
: ð10Þ

If y andm are real, then the one-loop threshold correction to
λ from integrating out the fermion ψ at matching scaleM is

δλ ¼ −
y2

16π2

�
32y2 þ ð24y2 − 4λÞ log m

M

�
: ð11Þ

The finite, nonlogarithmic correction is highlighted in bold.
On the other hand,

dλ
d log μ

¼ −
1

16π2
½y2ð24y2 − 4λÞ − 3λ2�: ð12Þ

Hence the tree-level matching clearly finds the correct

logarithmic terms, but we miss the finite correction of − 2y2

π2
,

even at one loop.
One argument against using N-loop matching has been

that the logarithmic corrections should be the most impor-

tant: if the couplings are all small, then e.g. 2y
2

π2
should be a

very small correction and we will only have significant
contributions to the couplings when we run down from
high energies from the terms enhanced by logarithms.
However, this preconception is biased from the idea of the
SM where the strong gauge coupling and top Yukawa run
to smaller values at high energies, and the quartic runs to
zero; this also applies for models with no new scalars such
as split supersymmetry, so for example we see that the
supersymmetric threshold corrections become smaller as
we take the supersymmetry scale higher—when the theory
in the ultraviolet is the minimal supersymmetric SM.
For a generic BSM theory—especially ones with new

quartic scalar couplings—this expectation is no longer true.
Indeed, if we neglect other iterations then it is well known
that a quartic coupling will tend to increase as we increase
the energy—see e.g. Eq. (12) with y ¼ 0. For a generic
theory with new quartics, as we increase their values relative
to the Yukawa or gauge couplings we expect for some given
value there will be a transition from decreasing couplings in
the UV (leading to metastability or instability of the
potential) to the appearance of a Landau pole. In this latter
case, since the quartic couplings will be even larger at high
energies, including the finite parts of threshold corrections
becomes vital for a consistent matching.
So far we have discussed threshold corrections when

integrating out a heavy theory at high energies. This should

not be confused with the matching that we need to do when
we are running up to investigate the appearance of a Landau
pole or the vacuum stability of a model. When we are
applying threshold corrections at low energies (around the
electroweak scale), then if we want to investigate whether a
theory is stable, metastable or has a cutoff, and if so at what
scale, then clearly it is important that the starting point for
our calculation is determined accurately. For example,
taking our toy model above and neglecting the coupling
y, then integrating up fromM to a scale μwe find a Landau
pole at approximately

Λ ≈M exp

�
−

16π2

3λðMÞ
�
; ð13Þ

but if we have incorrectly determined λðMÞ by an amount
δλ, then the ratio of the correct cutoff scale to the erroneous
one Λ0 is

Λ0

Λ
≃ exp

�
16π2

3

δλ

λ2ðMÞ
�

≃ 200 exp

�
16π2

3

�
δλ

λ2ðMÞ − 0.1

��
: ð14Þ

In the StandardModel, the difference between the tree-level
value for λ and the two-loop value is tiny when the
extraction is performed at the top mass. However, as we
shall see, in other models a shift of 10% in the quartic
coupling is conservative (and we should not forget the
famous example of the minimal supersymmetric SM
where δλ≳ λ).

III. NUMERICAL SETUP

For the numerical calculations we make use of the
MATHEMATICA package SARAH [32–37] to produce a
spectrum generator based on SPHENO [38–40]. SPHENO
includes routines to obtain the full one-loop corrections to
all masses as well as the two-loop corrections to real
scalars. The two-loop calculations are done in the gaugeless
limit and based on the generic results of Refs. [41,42]. In
nonsupersymmetric BSM models, these results suffer in
general from the so-called “Goldstone boson catastrophe”
even in the gaugeless limit because the couplings of the
Goldstone do not disappear in this limit, but are propor-
tional to the cubic and quartic potential parameters.
Therefore, we also make use of the results of Ref. [43]
which provides a general solution to this problem.
In practice, we perform the following steps to calculate

the mass spectrum based on a set of MS parameters:
(1) The running couplingsΘðQÞ at the scaleQ ¼ mt are

taken as input, while the SM parameters are evolved
to this scale including all known SM corrections, i.e.
three-loop running and two-loop matching for strong
coupling g3 and top Yukawa Yt.
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(2) The tree-level tadpoles Ti are solved to fix the
remaining free parameters, which in what follows
are typically the mass parameters μ2i jϕj2.

(3) The tree-level mass are calculated by diagonalizing
the tree-level mass matrices

(4) The n-loop corrections to the tadpoles δðnÞti
are calculated. The imposed renormalization con-
ditions are

Ti þ
Xn
j

δðjÞti ¼ 0; ð15Þ

which cause shifts in μ2i :

μ2i → μ2i þ
Xn
j

δðjÞμ2i : ð16Þ

(5) The one- and two-loop self-energies for real scalars
are calculated for external gauge eigenstates. The
pole masses are the eigenvalues of the loop-
corrected mass matrix calculated as

MðnÞ
ϕ ðp2Þ ¼ ~Mð2LÞ

ϕ −
Xn
j

ΠðjÞ
ϕ ðp2Þ: ð17Þ

Here, ~Mϕ is the tree-level mass matrix including the
shifts (16). The calculation of the one-loop self-
energies in both cases is done iteratively for each
eigenvalue i until the on-shell condition

½eigMðnÞ
ϕ ðp2 ¼ m2

ϕi
Þ�
i
≡m2

ϕi
ð18Þ

is fulfilled. The renormalized rotation matrix is taken
to be the one calculated for p2 ¼ m2

ϕ1
.

If a chosen set of input parameters ΘðQÞ results in the
desired physical masses and mixing angles when using
a N-loop calculation, we refer to them as N-loop couplings.
Thus, with tree-level relations we have leading-order (LO)
parameters, while the one- and two-loop mass corrections
result in the next-to-leading-order (NLO) and NNLO
couplings, respectively.
Finding the correct set of MS couplings corresponding to

the desired physical parameters at loop level is nontrivial.
In what follows we use a simple fitting algorithm which
varies the input parameters until the desired masses and
mixing angles are obtained.

IV. MODELS AND RESULTS

A. Singlet extension

We start with the SM extended by a real gauge singlet S.
The potential reads

V ¼ μ2jHj2 þ 1

2
M2

SS
2 þ κ1jHj2Sþ 1

3
κ2S3

þ 1

2
λjHj4 þ 1

2
λSHS2jHj2 þ 1

2
λSS4: ð19Þ

After electroweak symmetry breaking the CP-even scalar
components mix to two physical states h, H via a rotation
angle α. At tree level we can use mh, mH and tα ≡ tan α as
input to calculate the quartic couplings

λH ¼ m2
h þm2

Ht
2
α

v2ð1þ t2αÞ
; ð20Þ

λS ¼
κ1v2

8v3S
−

κ2
4vS

þ ðm2
H þm2

ht
2
αÞ

4ð1þ t2αÞv2S
; ð21Þ

λSH ¼ −
m2

Htα −m2
htα þ κ1vþ κ1t2αv

vvSð1þ t2αÞ
; ð22Þ

where v and vS are the vacuum expectation values (VEVs)
of the Higgs doublet and singlet scalar respectively.
Interpretingmh,mH and tα as physical on-shell parameters,
the quartic calculated via Eqs. (20)–(22) are therefore the
LO values.
Aside from the typical requirement that the quartic

couplings remain perturbative, the constraints from pertur-
bative unitarity need to be taken into account. For that, we
can evaluate the scalar 2 → 2 scattering amplitude in the
limit of high energies and demand that the eigenvalues stay
below 8π. The conditions for the model under consideration
read

jλSHj < 8π; ð23Þ

jλj < 8π; ð24Þ
���−6λS − 3λ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4λ2SH þ 9ðλ − 2λSÞ2

q ��� < 16π; ð25Þ

which leads to λS < 4π=3 for small λ and λSH. Although a
seemingly weak constraint at first sight, this can become a
severe constraint particularly in the case of small vS,
cf. Eq. (21).
In the following, we compare different approaches for

the matching of the quartic couplings. In Fig. 1, we show
the values of the quartic couplings at the scale 106 GeV as a
function of the scale Q where the matching is performed.
This is done by first running the SM RGEs to the scale Q
where we then match the quartic couplings to the spectrum
at tree level, one loop as well as two loop. The final step is
the running of the singlet extended SM RGEs (at both one-
and two-loop order) up to 106 GeV. In the left-hand plots,
we use one-loop RGEs for the cases of tree-level matching
(dotted) and one-loop matching (dashed). Although there is
no dependence of the quartics on the matching scale when
using tree-level matching, the scale dependence induced by
the RGEs is larger than for the case of one-loop matching
and one-loop RGEs. In the right-hand panels, we show the
quartics at 106 GeV, evaluated with two-loop RGEs, when
using one-loop (dashed) and two-loop matching (solid
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lines). Once again, the scale dependence is decreased when
using N-loop matching with N-loop RGEs, where in this
case N ¼ 2.
Also visible in Fig. 1 are the large differences between

the eventual coupling values when using the “traditional”
approach of tree-level matching with one-loop RGEs and
the approach we advertise, two-loop matching and two-
loop RGEs. This also means that large differences are
expected when evaluating the cutoff scale of a theory, i.e.
the scale at which the model becomes nonperturbative or
violates unitarity. In Table I, we show the cutoff scale of a
particular parameter point when using n-loop matching in
conjunction with m-loop RGEs. We show the scale at
which the quartics become nonperturbative (Λ4π) sepa-
rately to the case where either perturbativity or unitarity is
violated (Λunit

4π ). The corresponding running of the individ-
ual couplings is displayed in Fig. 2. Note that we only
display the cases ðn;mÞ ¼ ðT; 1Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ and (2,2) in
this figure as dotted, dot-dashed, dashed and full lines

corresponding to the comparison of N versus N − 1
matching. The impact of the two-loop RGEs is a moder-
ation of the one-loop RGEs: while the one-loop β

function of λS is given by βð1ÞλS
¼ 1

16π2
ð36λ2S þ λ2SHÞ, so that

λS tends to grow very rapidly, there is a moderating
term from the two-loop RGEs which goes with

1
ð16π2Þ2 ð−816λ3S − 20λSλ

2
SHÞ. Therefore, using the one-loop

RGEs only, λS grows large very quickly—whereas the
unitarity limit is reached at a much later scale when using
two-loop RGEs. Nevertheless, a complete stalling of the
evolution is typically only reached at λS values which
already violate the unitarity limit according to Eq. (25); see
the black dashed (full) line between 109 and 1013 GeV
(1012 and 1015 GeV). The moderation of the evolution of

FIG. 1. Values of the running quartic couplings at the scale
Q ¼ 106 GeV using one-loop (left) and two-loop RGEs (right)
as functions of the matching scale at which the quartic
couplings were calculated. The labels ðn;mÞ refer to n-loop-
level matching of the quartics and m-loop RGEs. We choose
the parameters of the singlet extended SM at the matching
scale to be mh ¼ 125 GeV, mH ¼ 400 GeV, tan α ¼ 0.3 and
vS ¼ 300 GeV. Cubic terms were set to zero to ensure a scale-
invariant input. Note that the y axes’ ranges are different in
each panel.

TABLE I. Values of the quartic couplings and the cutoff for
different combinations of parameters, λðnÞ, and RGEs, βðmÞ at the
loop orders n and m respectively. Λ4π is the scale at which the
quartic couplings first exceed 4π while Λunit

4π is the naive 4π
cutoff augmented by the unitarity constraint of Eq. (25). The
observables are fixed at the n-loop order to be mh ¼ 125 GeV,
mH ¼ 700 GeV, tan α ¼ 0.1 while the remaining input
parameters are chosen as κ1 ¼ 0 GeV, κ2 ¼ 2000 GeV,
vS ¼ 175 GeV.

ðn;mÞ λ λS λSH Λ4π [GeV] Λunit
4π [GeV]

ðT; 1Þ
0.34 1.1 −1.1 6.4 × 103 3.2 × 103

ðT; 2Þ 8.0 × 106 1.3 × 104

(1,1)
0.33 0.24 −0.97 6.4 × 108 3.2 × 108

(1,2) 1.3 × 1012 2.5 × 109

(2,1)
0.32 0.18 −0.94 5.1 × 1010 2.5 × 1010

(2,2) 1.0 × 1014 2.0 × 1011

FIG. 2. The running of the quartic couplings for the point given
in Table I. The line styles refer to the loop order of the matching
and RGE running as described in Table I, namely ðn;mÞ refers to
the matching at n-loop order with m-loop RGEs. The solid red
line is the 4π perturbativity limit, while the dashed red line is the
unitarity constraint of 4π=3 obtained from Eq. (25) in the limit
λS ≫ λSH; λ.
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λSH and λ is not as pronounced. For λSH, the corresponding
β function grows with 1

16π2
12λSλSH with only a small

moderating effect from the two-loop RGEs. As a conse-
quence, it becomes larger than 4π before λS and then drags
the latter with it. In total, in particular because of the large
two-loop contributions to βλS , there can be several orders of
magnitude between the eventual cutoff scales when using
one- or two-loop RGEs.
The effect of using a two-loop matching instead of a tree

matching, in turn, is a reduction of the quartic couplings.
The reason is the positive mass corrections to mH, leading
to smaller MS couplings when doing the proper loop-level
matching. As shown here, the impact can be large and we
observe positive shifts in the eventual cutoff scale by
several orders of magnitude when including the matching.
Finally in Fig. 3 we show in the mH − vS plane the

differences between using N − 1-loop and N-loop match-
ing when applying N-loop RGE running. The cutoff scale
here and in what follows is defined as the scale at which
either one of the couplings grows larger than 4π or any of
the conditions for perturbative unitarity are violated, each
evaluated with the running MS quartic couplings. The grey
contours in the left-hand panel of Fig. 3 display the ratio of
the evaluated cutoff scales forN ¼ 1. In particular for small
vS, which leads to large quartic couplings, the effects are
quite drastic as loop effects become very important. The
differences between one- and two-loop matching (shown as
blue colored contours) are significantly milder in this
region: the maximum difference is just a factor of 3. For
large vS, instead, the quartic couplings are comparably
small, leading to large cutoff scales in general. This also
means, however, that during the long RGE running, small
shifts in couplings can lead to more drastic effects as is seen

in the upper region in the plot with vS ≳ 350 GeV.
However, the cutoff scale differences stay below an order
of magnitude for N ¼ 2.
On the right-hand side of Fig. 3 we present the difference

in cutoff scales between the most extreme cases, tree-level
matching using one-loop RGEs versus two-loop matching
using two-loop RGEs. In particular for small values of the
singlet VEV, the eventual cutoff scale can be many orders
of magnitude larger than the cutoff scale evaluated with
tree-level matching. Grey contours show the ratios of the
singlet quartic couplings at Q ¼ mt between the two

matching approaches, λð2ÞS =λðTÞS . Already at the matching
scale, differences of an order of magnitude between tree
and two-loop matching can appear, emphasizing the
requirement for proper matching and running when ana-
lyzing the high-scale behavior of a given model.

B. Singlet extension with an additional Z2 symmetry

1. Analytical approximation

We may now make a further simplification to the singlet
extension studied in Sec. IVA, namely adding an additional
Z2 symmetry under which the singlet scalar is charged—
for clarity we will call this model the Z2singlet-extended
StandardModel (SSM) to distinguish it from the SSM. This
symmetry forbids nonzero values for the couplings κ1, κ2
and for the singlet VEV vS, and furthermore eliminates
mixing in the Higgs sector. Therefore, the derivation of
analytic expressions for the radiative corrections to the
matching of the Higgs quartic coupling λ, and their
comparison to numerical studies, are significantly simpler,
and follow the procedure outlined in Sec. II B. Here we will
be interested in the part of the corrections that come on top

FIG. 3. Difference in the predicted cutoff scale depending on the matching performed as a function of the singlet VEV vS and the
heavy CP-even Higgs mass mH . Left: We show the ratio of the obtained cutoff given matching at N versus N − 1 order using the RGEs
at N-loop order. The colored (grey) contours use the two (one)-loop RGEs, therefore showing the ratio of the matching at two (one) loop
versus one loop (tree level), respectively. Right: Ratio of the most precise calculation performed (both matching and RGEs at two-loop
order) versus the leading order (tree-level matching and one-loop RGEs). The grey contours correspond to the ratios of the quartic
coupling λS for these two scenarios. Here we have fixed the physical parameters such that mh ¼ 125 GeV, tan α ¼ 0.2, while the
remaining parameters are chosen as κ1 ¼ 0 GeV and κ2 ¼ 1000 GeV.
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of the purely SM corrections due to the singlet scalar and
shall give expressions including two-loop contributions.
The one- and two-loop corrections to the Higgs mass in

the SM are well known and small; however, in our model
there may be large corrections from the singlet scalar. In
order to extract the two-loop contributions via Eq. (8) we
require the two-loop mass correction, and also the deriv-
atives of the one-loop part. However, our two-loop calcu-
lation is performed in the gaugeless limit in Feynman
gauge, so we require the full one-loop Higgs mass
correction in this limit:

Δð1ÞM2
hðp2Þ ¼ 3y2t ð4m2

t − p2ÞBðm2
t ; m2

t Þ −
3

2
λ2v2Bð0; 0Þ

−
9

2
λ2v2Bðm2

h; m
2
hÞ −

1

2
v2λ2SHBðm2

S; m
2
SÞ:
ð26Þ

Here we have defined m2
S ≡M2

S þ 1
2
λSHv2, m2

h ≡ λv2

which are the tree-level squared masses of the singlet
and Higgs respectively, while a complete list of the

definitions for our loop functions can be found in
Refs. [26,43] which are based upon the basis defined in
Refs. [41,44]. This gives us

λð0Þ ¼ M2
h

v2

δð1Þλ ¼ δð1ÞSMλþ
1

2
λ2SHBðm2

S; m
2
SÞ

δð2Þλ ¼ δð2ÞSMλ −
1

v2
½Δð2Þ

Z2SSM
M2

h�λ¼λð0Þ

þ 3

2
λ2SHλBðm2

S; m
2
SÞð3Bðm2

h;m
2
hÞ

þ 3m2
hBððm2

hÞ0; m2
hÞ þ Bð0; 0ÞÞ ð27Þ

where we use the shorthand notation Bðx0; yÞ≡ ∂
∂x Bðx; yÞ.

We note that the infrared-divergent piece Bð0; 0Þ will

cancel against an equivalent piece from Δð2Þ
Z2SSM

M2
h, sim-

ilarly to the effect noted in Ref. [45].
For the Z2SSM, we obtain

δð2Þλ ¼ δð2ÞSMλ −
1

2
λSHðλ3SHv2MSSSSSðm2

S; m
2
S; m

2
S; m

2
S; m

2
hÞ þ 6λλ2SHv

2MSSSSSðm2
h; m

2
S; m

2
h; m

2
S;m

2
SÞ

− 6λλSHUSSSSðm2
h; m

2
h; m

2
S; m

2
SÞ − 4λ2SHUSSSSðm2

S; m
2
S; m

2
h; m

2
SÞ þ 9λ2λSHv2VSSSSSðm2

h; m
2
h; m

2
h; m

2
S; m

2
SÞ

þ 2λ3SHv
2VSSSSSðm2

S; m
2
S; m

2
S; m

2
h; m

2
SÞ − λ2SHYSSSSðm2

S;m
2
S; m

2
S; m

2
hÞ − 9λ2YSSSSðm2

h;m
2
h; m

2
h; m

2
SÞ

− 12λSHλSYSSSSðm2
S; m

2
S; m

2
S; m

2
SÞ − 6λSHλSZSSSSðm2

S; m
2
S; m

2
S; m

2
SÞ − 12λλSHZSSSSðm2

h; m
2
h; m

2
S;m

2
SÞÞ

−
1

2v2
λ2SHðSSSSðm2

h; m
2
S;m

2
SÞ − Iðm2

h; m
2
S; m

2
SÞÞ þ

9

2
λ2SHλm

2
hBðm2

S; m
2
SÞBððm2

hÞ0; m2
hÞ: ð28Þ

This expression is valid for the gaugeless limit but with
generic external momentum (so we can take the momentum
in the loop integrals on-shell as the procedure demands, if
we wish). However, if we take the “generalized effective
potential limit” introduced in Refs. [26,43] and employed
in SARAH, then the penultimate line vanishes and the loop
functions simplify considerably. We can then obtain a
further simplified version of this expression by replacing
m2

h by its tree-level value λv2 and by performing an
expansion in powers of v2=m2

S and keeping only the
leading and subleading terms, giving

δð2Þλ≃δð2ÞSMλ−
9

4v2
λSHλAðm2

SÞþλ3SH½1−2logm2
Sþ log2m2

S�

þ1

4
λ2SHλ½−18−6log2m2

Sþð36logm2
h−12Þlogm2

S�
þ3λ2SHλS½−1þ logm2

Sþ log2m2
S�: ð29Þ

2. Numerical study

Because the Z2 symmetry forbids some couplings, the
corrections to the matching conditions can be understood in

terms of only three parameters added to the SM ones: λSH,
MS, and (to a lesser extent) λS. The effects of using loop-
corrected matching and RGEs in the Z2SSM are similar to
those observed in Sec. IVA for the SSM, although for most
values of λSH and MS the shift to the quartic coupling has
only a very small effect on the value of the cutoff scale. We
give in Table II our results for λ obtained for the three
different orders of matching, for both small and large λSH
and for two choices ofMS. For small λSH the one-loop shift
to λ is small, because of a cancellation between the purely-
SM part—dominated by the effect of the top quark—and
the singlet part of δð1Þλ. If one then considers larger values
of λSH, the term from the singlet becomes dominant over
the SM one, and δð1Þλ is a large negative shift—the
evolution of λ, extracted at different orders, as a function
of λSH is also shown in Fig. 5, discussed below. At two
loops however, there is no cancellation between SM and
singlet contributions, and δð2Þλ is always a negative shift to
the Higgs quartic, as was observed previously for the
general SSM. On the other hand, it is always small,
showing—importantly—that perturbativity of the model
is preserved.
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Having fewer parameters allows for a more detailed
study of the different phases of the theory. Indeed, there are
two transitions that occur respectively:
(1) Between a metastable and a stable vacuum of the

theory; for the physically relevant values of λ around
0.25–0.26, this happens for λSH ∼ 0.3 and depends
very little on MS or λS.

(2) Between a UV-complete model and a UV-incom-
plete one—in other words the cutoff scale of the
model becomes smaller than the Planck scale for
sufficiently large couplings.

Figure 4 shows an example in which the order of the
matching performed to extract λ causes differences in the
stability of the vacuum of the theory. Indeed, while
the curve with two-loop matching and two-loop RGE
running (solid line) crosses to negative values of λ—for
1010 GeV≲Q≲ 1016 GeV—the curve with tree-level

matching (dashed line) does not, because of the negative
shift to the initial value of λ at scale Q ¼ mt at two-loop
order. Two-loop corrections to the matching of λ may
exclude some parameter points that appear viable when
only using a tree-level matching and are therefore important
in the discussion of allowed regions of parameter space.
Comparing the dashed and dotted lines, we also observe the
stabilizing effect of the use of the two-loop RGEs, as
discussion in Sec. IVA.
Figure 5 shows how both types of transitions occur in

this model. The different domains in this figure were
obtained as follows: we start with values of the couplings,
at the scale Q ¼ mt, in the range λ ∈ ½0; 0.35� and
λSH ∈ ½0; 4�, and take λS ¼ 0.1 and MS ¼ 500 GeV. We
then use two-loop RGEs to run the couplings up to the
Planck scale, and we verify whether the Higgs quartic λ
becomes negative at any point, and whether perturbativity
or unitarity are lost below the Planck scale. The left panel of
Fig. 5 presents the whole range of couplings that we
considered, while the right panel shows an enlargement of
the region in which the transition between stable and
metastable phases occurs.
We observe that the UV-complete phase of the model

corresponds to smaller values of the inputs at the scale
Q ¼ mt—which can easily be understood as large values of
the couplings at mt naturally lead to even larger values at
higher scales. Furthermore, we can see that the phase of the
model with stable vacua is associated with larger values of
λSH, and that when λ decreases, the value of λSH needed to
ensure a stable vacuum increases. While the SM part of the
β function of λ is negative and tends to drive it to negative
values, the additional piece in βλ in the Z2SSM is positive

and is of the form βð1Þλ ⊃ 1
16π2

λ2SH. When lowering λðmtÞ a
higher value of λSH is needed so that the β function of λ
changes sign earlier, and that λ does not run negative at
some scale.
The blue lines in Fig. 5 give λðmtÞ obtained from

requiring that mh ¼ 125.1 GeV as a function of λSH.
The different curves correspond to the different orders at
which the matching can be done: dotted for tree-level
matching, dashed for one-loop and solid for two-loop order.
The most important point to notice is that, as for the
vacuum stability (see Fig. 4), there is a value of λSH—here
around 0.65—for which the UV completeness—in other
words whether perturbativity or unitarity is broken at some
scale below MPl—of a given parameter point depends
greatly on the order at which λðmtÞ has been extracted from
the Higgs mass. Moreover, this is not only a matter of using
a loop-corrected matching instead of a tree-level one, but
the loop order at which it is performed does also matter.

C. Vector-like quarks and stability of the SM

From the SM, it is known that the quartic coupling λ runs
negative at a scale Q≃ 109–1011 GeV, leading to a

TABLE II. Values of the Higgs quartic λ obtained from
matchings at tree-level, one-loop and two-loop orders, for differ-
ent choices of MS and λSH. The singlet quartic coupling λS is set
to be 0.1.

MS [GeV] λSH λtree λ1l λ2l

500
0.25 0.2610 0.2623 0.2551
3 0.2610 0.1885 0.1794

1000
0.25 0.2610 0.2651 0.2546
3 0.2610 0.1548 0.1385

FIG. 4. Running of the Higgs quartic coupling as a function of
the renormalization scale Q, having taken λSH ¼ 0.28, λS ¼ 0.1
and MS ¼ 500 GeV. The value of λðmtÞ is obtained by requiring
mh ¼ 125.15 GeV, with different orders of matchings depending
on the curve. The solid line corresponds to the use of two-loop
matching and two-loop RGE running, the dashed line to tree-
level matching and two-loop RGEs, and the dotted line to tree-
level matching and one-loop RGEs. Note that because of the
cancellation that occurs in the one-loop correction for small λSH
(discussed in the main text), the curves we would have obtained
using one-loop matching would have been very similar to those
with tree-level matching.
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metastable but long-lived vacuum [1,2]. While extensions
with a heavy singlet similar to the previous subsections can
have a stabilizing effect on the potential [6,7], fermionic
extensions typically have the opposite effect through the
negative impact of the vector-like (VL) fermions Yukawa
coupling on the running of λ; see e.g. Refs. [46,47]. A
model where the latter is compensated by the effect of the
former was discussed in Ref. [21].
Here, we shall extend the SM by one generation of a VL

quark doublet Q0 as well as an up-type quark singlet t0 with
their corresponding counterparts ~Q0; ~t0, with quantum
numbers under the SM gauge group of t0∶ ð3̄; 1;− 2

3Þ,
~t0∶ ð3; 1; 23Þ, Q0∶ ð3; 2; 16Þ, ~Q0∶ð3̄; 2;− 1

6Þ. The Lagrangian
of the model reads (in terms of two-component spinors)

L ¼ LSM − ðY 0
tQ0 ·Ht0 þ ~Yt

0 ~Q0 · H̄~t0

þmT~t0t0 þmQ
~Q0Q0 þ H:c:Þ: ð30Þ

For simplicity we take mQ ¼ mT ≡MQ; we then find at
one loop that, with the normalization of the Higgs quartic
coupling L ⊃ − 1

2
λjHj4

λSM ¼ λVLQ −
1

16π2

�
ðY 0

t þ ~Y 0
tÞ2ð5Y 02

t − 2Y 0
t
~Y 0
t þ 5 ~Y 02

t Þ

þ 6ðY 04
t þ ~Y 04

t Þ log
M2

Q

μ2

�

þ 2λVLQ
16π2

�
ðY 0

t − ~Y 0
tÞ2 þ 3ðY 02

t þ ~Y 02
t Þ log

M2
Q

μ2

�
: ð31Þ

Let us first consider the impact of the new vector-like states
on the running quartic Higgs coupling. For simplicity,
we consider here and in the following examples only

one extra nonzero Yukawa interaction Y 0
t and consequently

set ~Y 0
t ¼ 0 as it does not play a role in the following

discussion.4 Then for matching at μ ¼ mt withMQ < TeV,
the shifts to λ are less than 10% for Y 0

t ≲ 0.7, but grow
rapidly to ∼50% for Y 0

t ∼ 1. On the other hand, the direct
impact of Y 0

t on the running of λ at one loop is given by

16π2βð1Þλ ⊃ 12Y 02
t ðλ − Y 02

t Þ; ð32Þ

which contributes significantly to the negative slope of λ for
large values but plays a negligible role when Y 0

t is small. In
the latter case, the impact of the new fermions on the
running of the gauge couplings may outweigh their direct
impact on λ. Consider the potential of Eq. (30). Due to the
additional colored fermions, the running of g3 changes at
one loop to

16π2βð1Þg3 ¼
�
−7þ 4

3
nT þ 2

3
nQ

�
g33 → −5g33; ð33Þ

i.e. it decreases more slowly when increasing the scale
compared to the SM. In addition, we also obtain a shift in

αMS
S ðmtÞ of

αMS
S →

αMS
S

1 − αMS
S
π logðMQ=mtÞ

ð34Þ

with respect to the SM. In total, both effects increase the
influence of the strong force on the running of λ, adding

FIG. 5. Different phases in the Z2SSM shown in the λSH-λ plane, where the couplings are taken at the scale Q ¼ mt. The orange
shaded region of parameter space corresponds to UV-complete theories, i.e. none of the three quartic couplings (λ, λSH, λS) become
nonperturbative and the constraints from unitarity are not violated before the Planck scale; the black shaded region corresponds to
theories with stable vacua. The thin blue lines give λ as a function of λSH when imposing mh ¼ 125.15 GeV with a matching condition
at respectively tree level (dotted curve), one-loop order (dashed curve) and two-loop order (solid line). The other parameters of the scalar
sector are λS ¼ 0.1, and MS ¼ 500 GeV.

4Although this leads to a stable lightest VL quark, there could
for instance be couplings to a hidden sector, leading to a
relaxation of the direct collider constraints.
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positively to the slope. The impact on λ is shown in Fig. 6
where the running λ is computed using two-loop RGEs
when assuming the pure SM (blue) and the VL extension
(purple and black). No matching was applied yet here (i.e.
also the shift in αS was neglected)—the changes in the VL
case therefore entirely stem from the altered running of the
gauge couplings, most importantly Eq. (33). As a starting
value for λ we used the best-fit value from Ref. [1]. The
increased g3 throughout the energy scales leads to a positive
contribution to the slope of λ. As is seen, it can even lead to
a stabilization of the potential at high energies as long as the
direct impact of Y 0

t is kept under control by taking it small.
This is seen in the purple curve where we have chosen
Y 0
t ¼ 0.3. For larger values, the known destabilizing effect

can overcome the stabilization from g3. As a consequence,
the scale of metastability would coincide with the SM for
values of Y 0

t ∼ 0.5 and decreases quickly with larger values.
This is also shown in the figure for Y 0

t ¼ 0.7 (black line)
where λ enters the metastable region already at energies of
∼105 GeV. We remark that the inclusion of the shift in αS
according to Eq. (34) would lead to an even milder running
of λ. In fact, just using the one-loop RGEs for the case
Y 0
t ¼ 0.3 the quartic coupling stays positive over the entire

energy range. We will discuss the effects of the proper
matching, including the shifts in λ, in what follows.
Solving Eq. (31) for the matched λVLQ at μ ¼ mt and

keeping ~Yt
0 ¼ 0, we see that the shifts are slightly negative

for small Y 0
t ≲ 0.45 and positive for larger Yukawa cou-

plings. This has as a consequence that for low Y 0
t where the

VL quarks help to increase the scale of metastability, loop
corrections have the opposite effect. However, the size of
the shifts stays below 1%. In Fig. 7, the contour lines
represent the predictions for the scale of metastability as a
function of Y 0

t and MQ ¼ mQ ¼ mT using tree-level (dot-
ted), one-loop (dashed) as well as two-loop matching (full

lines) while applying two-loop RGEs. The color code in the
background quantifies the relative two-loop shift in λðmtÞ,
ðλð2Þ − λð1ÞÞ=λð1Þ, which stays below roughly half a percent.
Nevertheless, the impact of these small shifts is non-
negligible: the corresponding Y 0

t values at which λ crosses
zero at a given scale typically change by more than 10%
between tree- and two-loop matching. That is, the scale at
which metastability occurs is very sensitive to the starting
value of λ—meaning that matching is absolutely crucial to
make reliable statements. After including the correct shifts
in λ, the picture nevertheless remains the same as that for
small Y 0

t; the impact of the VL quarks on αS can be such
that the scale of metastability is increased with respect to

FIG. 6. Simplified comparison between the running of λ in the
SM with and without vector-like states. Here, we used full one-
loop (dashed lines) and two-loop RGEs (full lines) in both models
and as a starting point the SM best-fit values from Ref. [1]. For
the purple (black) lines we use Y 0

t ¼ 0.3ð0.7Þ.

FIG. 7. Contours of the scale Λ0 at which λ runs negative with
full two-loop RGEs and one-loop (dashed) or two-loop (full
lines) matching, and for comparison when using the best-fit value
λSM ¼ 0.25208 at the top mass scale (dotted). Black lines
correspond to Λ0 ¼ 1018 GeV, and blue lines to 1011 GeV.
The background shows the two-loop shift in λðmtÞ in percent,
defined as ðλð2Þ − λð1ÞÞ=λð1Þ.

FIG. 8. The scale of metastability Λ0 in the case of large Y 0
t

using two-loop running with two-loop matching for λ. The black
contours show the size of Λ0 with respect to using one-loop
matching.
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the SM, leading to the possibility of absolute stability all
the way up to the Planck scale.
The situation is reversed if Y 0

t is large. In that case, we
enter the known scenario in which the additional impact of
Y 0
t on the RGEs of λ drives it negative faster when

compared to the SM, further destabilizing the vacuum.
We show this in Fig. 8. The background shading indicates
the scale Λ0 at which λ crosses zero as a function of Y 0

t and
MQ, using two-loop matching, whereas the contour lines
represent the relative changes with respect to using one-loop

matching, Λð2;2Þ
0 =Λð1;2Þ

0 . As expected, Λ0 is well below the
pure SM prediction, and becomes smaller for larger Y 0

t and
smaller MQ. The differences in Λ0 between one- and two-
loop matching are quite mild here—“only” Oð100%Þ—
since the two-loop corrections to λ are small. We remark
however, that going one order lower and comparing tree-
level with one-loop matching using one-loop RGEs, we
would see up to an order of magnitude differences in the
eventual scale Λ0.
Summarizing, we have shown that vector-like quarks can

have both a destabilizing but also a stabilizing effect on the
SM Higgs potential, and that the correct inclusion of
threshold effects is crucial for obtaining precise predictions
about the fate of the electroweak vacuum.

D. Two-Higgs-doublet model

Finally, as a last example we study the impact of loop-
level matching on two-Higgs-doublet models.5 Here we
will restrict ourselves to the CP-conserving version with a
softly broken Z2 symmetry. The corresponding scalar
potential can be written as

V ¼ m2
1Φ

†
1Φ1 þm2

2Φ
†
2Φ2 þ λ1ðΦ†

1Φ1Þ2 þ λ2ðΦ†
2Φ2Þ2

þ λ3ðΦ†
1Φ1ÞðΦ†

2Φ2Þ þ λ4ðΦ†
2Φ1ÞðΦ†

1Φ2Þ

þM2
12ðΦ†

1Φ2 þΦ†
2Φ1Þ þ

λ5
2
ððΦ†

2Φ1Þ2 þ ðΦ†
1Φ2Þ2Þ:

ð35Þ
Note that our sign convention for M2

12 differs from most
definitions in the literature. After electroweak symmetry
breaking, we decompose the scalar fields according to

Φk ¼
� ϕþ

k
1ffiffi
2

p ðvk þ ϕ0
k þ iσkÞ

�
; i ¼ 1; 2; ð36Þ

where v21 þ v22 ¼ v2 and we define tβ ¼ tan β ¼ v2=v1.
The charged (neutral CP-odd) fields mix to one physical
charged Higgs H� (pseudoscalar A) and the corresponding
would-be Goldstone bosons. At LO, the angle β coincides
with the mixing angle in the pseudoscalar and charged
Higgs sector. In the CP-even sector, there are two fields

which mix to one light and one heavy eigenstate, with
masses mh and mH.
In the same fashion as for the models used above, we can

relate the masses and mixing angles to the quartic cou-
plings, leading to the following relations:

λ1 ¼
1þ t2β

2ð1þ t2αÞv2
ðm2

ht
2
α þm2

H þM2
12tβð1þ t2αÞÞ; ð37Þ

λ2 ¼
M2

12ð1þ t2βÞ
2t3βv

2
þ ð1þ t2βÞðm2

h þm2
Ht

2
αÞ

2t2βð1þ t2αÞv2
; ð38Þ

λ3 ¼
1

ð1þ t2αÞtβv2
½ðm2

H −m2
hÞtαð1þ t2βÞ

þ 2m2
H�ð1þ t2αÞtβ þM2

12ð1þ t2αÞð1þ t2βÞ�; ð39Þ

λ4 ¼
1

tβv2
ð−M2

12ð1þ t2βÞ þm2
Atβ − 2m2

H�tβÞ; ð40Þ

λ5 ¼
1

tβv2
ð−M2

12ð1þ t2βÞ −m2
AtβÞ: ð41Þ

Analogously to the singlet extension of the SM
(Sec. IVA), we define the cutoff scale of a particular
scenario as the scale at which either one of the λi becomes
larger than 4π or the unitarity constraints using the running
couplings are violated. The latter are too long to show here
but can e.g. easily be computed using the SARAH imple-
mentation of the model in conjunction with Appendix D
of Ref. [27].
First we are going to look at the matching at the top mass

scale. It has already been pointed out in Ref. [26] that the
loop corrections to the mass spectrum of THDMs can be
significant. In Fig. 9, we show on the left-hand side the size
of the individual couplings λi for the three matching orders
as a function of the charged Higgs mass. The leading-order
λi are simple linear functions of this mass according to
Eqs. (37)–(41), whereas the λi evaluated with higher-order
matching contain the shifts due to self-energy and tadpole
corrections. We see that large differences of Oð100%Þ or
even larger can appear between leading and next-to-leading
order. The size of the relative shifts is displayed on the
right-hand side of each panel. As expected for a converging
perturbative series, the differences between one- and two-
loop matching are much less pronounced; however they can
still range around tens of percent. Obviously these large
differences necessarily have a significant effect on the
validity of the theory at higher scales. In the following we
will therefore investigate the changes in cutoff scales
between the different approaches.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the two-loop RGEs

are well known but often neglected in the literature—
although it is known that large differences can appear;
see e.g. Ref. [17]. Similar to the singlet-extended SM, the
two-loop RGEs tend to moderate the one-loop running. As
a result, Landau poles typically appear at much higher5For an overview, see for instance Ref. [48].
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scales when including the two-loop effects. For instance,
for both i ¼ 1 and 2, 16π2βλi ⊃ 24λ2i ð1 − 13

16π2
λiÞ. The two-

loop contribution thereby counteracts the large one-loop
slope, stalling the evolution for λi just below 4π. In contrast,
the two-loop RGEs to λ3 for instance do have a mitigating
effect on the evolution; however a complete stalling only
occurs for values much larger than 4π. In Fig. 10 we show
for a particular parameter point the running of the couplings
λ1 (black) and λ3 (blue) for n-loop matching and m-loop
RGEs. The influence of the two-loop RGEs can be best
gauged for the cases ðn;mÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ versus (1,2), displayed
as dot-dashed and dashed lines, respectively. It is clearly
seen that, while both quartic couplings run into a Landau
pole close to Q ¼ 3 TeV when using one-loop RGEs, the

inclusion of the two-loop terms leads to a significant
flattening and therefore splitting between the two cases.
Let us look at the impact of the threshold corrections

next. As shown in the example of Fig. 9, the threshold
corrections for the λi can be significant. This can also be
seen in the starting values of the couplings at mt in Fig. 10:
the values for λ1 using tree-level (one-loop) [two-loop]
matching are 1.88 (1.45) [1.14] whereas for λ3, the values
are 5.7 (4.5) [4.3]. The decrease in value at higher loop
orders comes from the fact that in this particular scenario,
the average loop corrections to the scalar masses are
positive. As a result, one obtains a negative shift in the
λi at the matching scale when demanding an on-shell
renormalization scheme. Consequently, the cutoff scale
increases with every additional loop order. Finally, the
purple lines show the maximal eigenvalue of the scalar
2 → 2 scattering matrix as well as the corresponding upper
bound of 8π from perturbative unitarity. We see that, while
the parameter point would seem to violate perturbative
unitarity already at scales below 400 GeV when using the
conventional approach, i.e. tree-level matching with one-
loop RGEs, it actually only does so just below Q ¼ 2 TeV.
Existing studies would have discarded such a parameter
point, due to the breakdown of unitarity at energies
probeable by the LHC. To that end including matching
can result in an increase in the experimental viability of
large regions of parameter space.
However, it need not be the case that the cutoff scale is

raised by higher loop effects. Indeed, for large values of
jM12j and therefore large heavy scalar masses, the mass
corrections can be large and negative—leading to the

FIG. 9. The size of the quartic couplings at mt at LO
(blue dotted), NLO (grey dashed) and NNLO (blue solid) as a
function of mH� . Here, we set the other physical masses and
mixing angle to mh¼125GeV, mH¼750GeV, mA¼730GeV
and tan α ¼ −0.71. The other model parameters are
tan β ¼ 1.4 and M2

12¼−5002GeV2. On the right, we show the

relative differences δλLOi ≡jðλðTÞi −λð1Þi Þ=λðTÞi j and δλNLOi ≡
jðλð1Þi −λð2Þi Þ=λð1Þi j. Note that for λi where i ¼ 3, 4, 5 the NLO
differences have been multiplied by an additional factor of
10 to increase visibility.

FIG. 10. RGE running of the individual quartic couplings λ1
(black) and λ3 (blue) for the parameter point defined by
mH ¼ 511 GeV, mA ¼ 607 GeV, mH� ¼ 605 GeV, tβ ¼ 1.45,
tα ¼ −0.82, M2

12 ¼ −ð250 GeVÞ2, using n-loop-level matching
and m-loop RGEs. The dotted lines stand for ðT; 1Þ, dot-dashed
for (1,1), dashed for (1,2) and full lines for (2,2). Coupling values
of �4π are indicated by a red solid line. In addition, we display
the largest eigenvalue of the scalar 2 → 2 scattering amplitude in
purple. The upper bound of 8π is indicated by a dashed red line.
We used the Yukawa scheme of type II.
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opposite effects, i.e. a decreased cutoff scale due to larger
quartic couplings after the inclusion of the proper match-
ing. An example where this happens is presented in Fig. 11.
For this figure we have evaluated the spectrum at the two-
loop level while fixing the tree-level input values of tα as
well as mH� which enter the spectrum calculation at the
loop level. Therefore, the loop-corrected mH� varies over
this plane. The grey contours show the ratio of the loop-
corrected charged Higgs mass over the tree-level input,

mð1Þ
H�=m

ðTÞ
H� . To obtain the LO couplings, i.e. the case of tree-

level matching, we take the loop-corrected spectrum and
calculate λi according to Eqs. (37)–(41). Finally, we run the
couplings up in scale using two-loop RGEs for the two-
loop and one-loop RGEs for the tree-level-matched cou-
plings in order to evaluate the cutoff scale. The colored
contours show the ratio of the cutoff scales, ΛðT;1Þ=Λð2;2Þ,
obtained with tree-level matching and one-loop RGEs and
with two-loop matching and two-loop RGEs, respectively.
In particular in the region where all heavy scalar masses are
approximately equal, we observe large differences in cutoff
scales. In fact, while the tree-level matching approach
suggests a cutoff at Oð107 GeVÞ, the full two-loop match-
ing procedure demands new physics restoring unitarity and
perturbativity already at the TeV scale.
Concluding, the conventional approach of tree-level

matching and one-loop RGEs can both over- but also
underestimate the cutoff scale by many orders of magni-
tude. It is therefore of crucial importance to (i) take into
account the—known—RGEs beyond one-loop and to
(ii) consistently match the couplings before running.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the impact that
matching plays in the high-scale validity of minimal exten-
sions of the SM.We argued that the usual approach of using
N − 1 matching when utilizing N-loop RGEs neglects
important contributions in the presence of large couplings.
In fact, for most nonsupersymmetric models, studies beyond
tree-level matching and one-loop RGEs are rare or even
absent.We analyzed in different scenarios the impact of both
matching at two-loop order as well as the two-loop RGEs,
highlighting the differences with respect to previous
approaches. For simple models, we provided an analytical
computation of the matching conditions. We pointed out
how sensitive the cutoff scale of the real-singlet-extended
SM is to the loop order of both matching and RGE running
and showed that the scale dependence decreases forN- with
respect to N − 1-loop matching. Imposing an additional Z2

symmetry on this model furthermore enabled us to study the
fate of the electroweak vacuumaswell as theUVcompletion
analytically. We highlighted regions of parameter space
where the model can in principle be valid up to the Planck
scale—a statement which crucially depends on the proper
matching of the quartic couplings at the low scale.
In a scenario where the SM is extended by vector-like

quarks, we showed that the impact of the latter can actually
increase the Higgs quartic interaction such that it does not
become negative at higher scales—an observation which
we have not encountered before in the literature. The reason
is that, despite the negative impact of the additional
Yukawa coupling on the running of λ, the presence of
additional colored states modifies the running strong
coupling in such a way that it adds positively to the β
function of λ. Also in this scenario, the matching of λ before
the RGE evolution has a significant impact on the predicted
high-scale behavior of the model.
As a final example we showed in a two-Higgs-doublet

model that the loop-level matching of the quartic couplings
can lead to significant changes in both the MS values and
subsequently the cutoff scale of the theory.
To conclude, we observe that robust statements about the

UV behavior of nonsupersymmetric, weakly coupled BSM
models can only be made when including, at the very least,
loop-level matching. We stress that the required loop-level
corrections, as well as two-loop RGEs, are readily acces-
sible with the computer tool SARAH for any general
renormalizable field theory. In light of our results, we
strongly encourage its use when accurate high-scale pre-
dictions are required.
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